
Press Quotes 
 

“Forty Years On Clash Tribute Band ‘London Calling’ Play ‘Give ‘em Enough Rope’ Live!” 
Rahman the Writer - Rahman the Writer 

 
“I don’t normally go for tributes, except The Ramonas and The Sex Pistols Experience. London Calling have been 

added to that list.” 
Pavlis - Outline 

 
“Special gig will celebrate 40th anniversary of epoch-making debut Clash LP.” 

William Telford - Plymouth Herald 
 

“Top tribute acts The Sex Pistols Experience and London Calling are to recreated one of the few gigs that went 
ahead in the ill-fated Anarchy in the UK tour.” 

William Telford - Plymouth Herald 
 

“And whereas the November 2015 gig was heavily based on early Clash shows, this visit was more rooted in the 
London Calling album era” 

William Telford - Plymouth Herald 
 

“London Calling was created in Bristol about a decade ago but reformed in 2014 after a two-year hiatus, coming 
back stronger and fitter, with a new line up and signed to a leading agent Crucial Talent.” 

William Telford - Plymouth Herald 
 

“London Calling is a premier tribute act that worship at the temple of The Clash.” 
Rob Jones - Rhondda Cynon Taff Gazette 

 
“London Calling bounced on stage to the Clash's spaghetti western entrance music and launched into a full-throttle 

version of Tommy Gun.” 
William Tellford - The Plymouth Herald 

 
“It was the night the music didn’t die. London Calling resuscitated the tunes of The Clash’s late great Joe 

Strummer” 
William Tellford - Clash tribute band London Calling in Plymouth (review) 

 
“The set was an inspiring mix of pure Clash power and professional musical magnificence from the first throes of 

Hate And War to the power and gusto of White Man In Hammersmith.” 
Ian Millar - Swindon Advertiser 
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